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6 am until sunset. Riding is usually not allowed except on private collectively
nhøj
owned lanes that lead through the forest.
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At the beach, the shore line and on cliffs you are allowed to walk, walk your
bike, push a pram and use a wheelchair or trike. You are allowed to stay overnight at the beach, but you must not put up a tent.

Sletterhage Fyr

Riding is allowed on shore lines with no vegetation from September 1 until May
31, if there is legal access.

Moesgård Huse

Hørret

You have to keep your dog on a lead, unless you are taking it to special areasndhøj
for dog walking or to the beach in the period between October 1 to March 31.
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Please pay attention to signs, that state special rules.
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SHOW RESPECT FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Do also consider that there will be guests after you. A
good guideline is, that the next visitor should find no traces
whatsoever after you.
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Keep your dog on a lead.

Torskov
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See more at http://www.naturstyrelsen.dk/Naturoplevelser/Adgang/
Over Fløjstrup

Kalø

Tidy up and take all waste with you.
Kirkeskov

Korup

Kalø Hovedgård

Stubbe Sø

It is important to show respect for the environment and the
surrounding nature. Especially in spring, when birds are sitting on their eggs and there are lots of fawns and kittens,
the animals need peace and quiet.
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Bale Mose
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Knudris Banke

In public forests you are allowed to leave the paths and there are no restrictions concerning the time of the day. Riding is allowed on asphalt lanes, cobbled lanes, on gravel paths and all other paths, where the owner has given his
4
8 areas,
permission. You 0are allowed to ride on the forest
floor, except in planted
young plantations, on burial mounds or other historical monuments.
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Cliff coast
There are many possibilities for overnight stays on Djursland.
Sødring
If you take a look at the map, you can see the hotels,Demstrup
hostels
Start of the tour and parking
and camp sites of the area and read more about them at
Demstrup Vase
www.visitdjursland.com. A directory of the area`s B&Bs is
Public conveniences
available at www.bed-breakfast-djursland.dk.
Udbyhøj
Vasehuse
Brunshøj
You will often encounter shelters or rather primitive camp sites
Nature centre
in beautiful locations on the edge of a wood or by the sea. Many
Udbyhøj
Råby
times you will even find a campfire, benches and
tables and waBird watching tower
Brunhøj
Skægsbjerg
Bakke
ter supply as well as public conveniences.
You can
find out
more
Beach
about these more primitive camp sites and
the rules concerning
Kohøj
their use at www.udinaturen.dk.Knæhøj Knejsted Trehøje

Tørring

Øster Tørslev

Camp site

Border of the National

Dalbyneder

WHERE TO STAY

Shorter hiking tours

Esby
Ellemandsbjerg
Naldhøj
Lusklit
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Signaturforklaring

Djursland is a dream if you want to enjoy life at the beach, and
out in the Kattegat you also find the charming island Anholt.
Many of the beaches are awarded the blue flag, which is a
warranty for excellent water quality and facilities like life-saving
equipment and public conveniences.
Djursland has something to offer for everyone, no matter if you
are looking for peace and quiet or prefer to enjoy an active
holiday. You find wonderful sandy beaches with
shallow water
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Paradiset - public 1 km, St. Sjørup beach
Local residents call the area from the parking lot to the ocean Paradiset (Paradise). Due to land raising and
marine depositing, there is now less than 1 km to the ocean. The path to the beach goes through a heath
area populated by sheep, then through forest and thicket and finally over a salt meadow. The bathing beach
is approx. 500 metres further ahead through a shallow area. In August, you can find sweet blackberries along
the path, and in July, perhaps blue raspberries. On the meadow and the beach, you can find bog myrtle and
sea wormwood for homemade schnapps.
Hevringlejren - military shooting terrain
The Danish Defence owns the area, which covers 437.9 hectares. On days where there is no shooting, you
can go by foot or ride a bicycle from sunrise to sunset on established roads and the marked paths and trails.
Read more about rules for using the area in the folder and on posters on the parking lot. The shooting terrain
is a varied natural resort with heath, forest and thicket, beach, meadows and bog. The river Hevring Å winds
through the area along 1.5 km. Geologically, the whole area consists of raised ocean bed with pronounced,
old beach embankments and shifting sand sections.

Bicycle routes
Hiking paths
Attractions
Nature experiences

Tustrup - public 3,5 km
In the public forest surrounding the relics of antiquity Tustrup Oldtidsminder, there are good possibilities for
a nice walk on the marked paths. Just west of the parking lot, there is a primitive place of accommodation
with shelter and fire ring, which is for general use. In connection with the parking lot, there is an exhibition and
information building, where you can orientate yourself before walking into the area. In the current landscape,
most of the visible ancient monuments are separate individual elements from a vanished past. On the small
plateau south of the stream Hevring Å about 1.4 km west of the town of Tustrup, the situation is different.
Here, you will find a whole collection of typical burial monuments from the first farmer culture of the Stone Age
– the so-called Funnel Beaker Culture – from around 3,200 BC
Skovgårde - private 2 km
The central part of the area is crowned by a number of burial mounds. The burial mounds of the Bronze Age
are the most prominent ancient monuments in the cultural landscape and are often, like here, placed in very
dominant positions on hilltops. The area is maintained by grazing cattle/horses. This keeps the vegetation
down, which means that visitors can enjoy the view of the landscape towards the ocean in the north. The
area is protected.

HERE YOU GO

This is a map of selected bicycle and hiking
paths on Djursland.
For most of the paths, there is a more detailed folder,
which you can get at the tourist agency or download
from the internet from Norddjurs Kommune and
Syddjurs Kommune. Please go to Dansk Cyklist Forbund
www.dcf.dk for descriptions and downloading of folders
about bicycle routes.
Gjerrildbanestien - public 45.4 km
Non-stop path from Gjerrild to Allingåbro. It is
quite an unusual experience to travel along
Gjerrildbanestien, as while most paths wind
through the landscape and follow the changes
in the terrain, this railway path is quite different.
Here, the path is fixed, while the landscape
around the path constantly changes. One
moment, you are moving into deep “gorges”,
the next you are moving along on tall dams. Until
1956, there was a railway here. Now, the path
has been cleared and is used as a hiking and
bicycle path. Part of the route is an asphalt path.
In Ryomgaard, the path joins the path Kaløstien.
Kaløstien - public/private 14 km
From Ryomgård to Kalø castle ruins, the path
no longer follows the railway, but passes the
wide, flat river valley Ryom Ådal and crosses
the stream Saksvad Bæk at the bridge
Skummelvad Bro. North of Kalø, the path crosses over the dramatic ridge moraine, and here,
you will find one of the most beautiful views of
Djursland. From Rønde, you will continue down
through Ringsted forest, and at Egens, the path
connects to the path Molsruten/Nordsøstien.
Lodsstien - private/public from 13 to 31 km
The path Lodsstien starts in Udbyhøj, crosses
the fjord at Voer-Mellerup and continues to the
harbour in Randers. The whole path is 31 km
long. The path on the east side of the fjord from
Udbyhøj to Voer is 13 km long. In the old days,
when the pilots were going back to their pilot
station after a trip on a boat through the fjord,
they had to walk. You can walk in the pilots’
footprints and experience the fjord and the
landscape. Along the whole path, you will be
surrounded by green meadows, forest, blue
ocean and high skies. You can combine the walk
with a visit to Fjordcentret, which arranges activities where you can experience the nature in and
around the fjord.
Nordsøstien - private/public
The North Sea Trail provides a hike through the
cultural history of the coast. Sweden, Norway,
Scotland, England, Holland, Germany and
Denmark have carried out a project that is to
make their joint cultural history visible and available. The complete length of the North Sea Trail is
5000 km. On Djursland, the North Sea Trail runs
along the north coast from Udbyhøj to Grenaa
and on to Ebeltoft, where it is connected to the
European long distance path E1.
Molsruten – public/private about 41 km
At Skærsøgaard the path turns away from
Nordsøstien and continues along Stubbe Sø and
Ulstrup bæk past Ørnbjerg Mølle, the Kalø castle
ruins and the beech woods near Rønde to finally
end in Aarhus.

Hiking and cyling routes in Meilgaard forest - private/public from 10 to 45 km
are 4 marked routes in Meilgaard forest and along the North Sea coast.
Blue route 10 km: starts at the parking lot at the path Bøsholmstien, Fjellerup beach. Follow the path
towards Bønnerup. Along the route, information signs tell you about localities such as the forest
Troldeskoven, trenches from World War II and old pugging sites from closed tileworks.
Green route 12 km: starts at the manor Fjellerup Østergård. The route passes through the town of Fjellerup.
After an incline, you can enjoy the view of the town and the beach. Turn towards the Meilgaard forest, where
you will pass the special natural resort “De sure buske” (the sour bushes), which consists of an area covered
by heather and juniper.
Red route 24 km: starts at the manor Fjellerup Østergård. The route consists of cycling-suitable asphalt,
gravel and forest roads. The route passes Meilgaard castle through the forest to the coast.
Black route 45 km: also starts at the manor Fjellerup Østergård. Along this route, you can experience the
most northern point of Djursland, Stavnshoved, which is a moraine dune with a height of 35 metres. In
Bønnerup, there are several houses along the shoreline, and in lee of the harbor, sandbanks have
formed, providing an Eldorado for bathing guests.
Hestehaven at Gjerrild - private 3 km
Hestehaven is a very varied forest area with lake, stream and an open area with shelter, tables and benches.
There is a path system suitable for walking and running. The paths are connected through a small bridge. You
can start your walk at the parking lot at the inn Gjerrild Kro or at the parking lot at Sostrup castle.
Ørsted Bakkerne – public 1 km
Starting at the parking lot at Ørsted Kærvej, you can use the 3.5 km long mountain bike track or play disc golf
at a 9 hole course. Enjoy your picnic in the sheltered sandy area or go for an approximately 1 km long walk.
Gl. Estrup manor sporet - private 5,5 km
The path goes through enclosures with livestock, which means that you cannot bring your dog. You will
passes hillsides with beech trees, manor fields, burial mounds and stone dikes, which are popular habitats for
small animals such as lizards, slow worms, mice and stoats.
Gl. Estrup stien – public 4.5 km
This path is a bow from the railtrail between Allingåbro and Auning. The trail leads over two pretty wooden
bridges, over the dike on the southside of the river Alling å and into the park of Gl. Estrup. North of the manor
you find shelters, a compost toilet and a bonfire area.
You can combine the walk with a visit to the Gl. Estrup museums. Here, you can see gobelins and shields at
the manor museum and gain insight into the living conditions in the countryside through the centuries at the
museum of agriculture.
		
Ramten Lake - private 3.5 km
A walk around Ramten lake with a detour to the bird tower. Ramten and Dystrup lakes have a history leading
directly back to the last ice age. When the ice drew back due to temperature increases, a few ice masses
remained locally. The ice melted and left dead ice holes such as Dystrup and Ramten lakes. Dystrup lake is
one of the small lakes on Djursland that has the most birds. Enjoy the bird life and read more on the posters in
the bird tower. The lakes and their surroundings have been protected since 1971. On the opposite side of the
parking lot on the road Huldremosevej, you will find the bog Huldremosen, where the Huldremose Woman
was found during peat extraction in 1879. She lived during the Iron Age and is now on exhibition at the
national museum in Copenhagen.
Grenaa Plantation - public from 2.7 to 5.4 km
Grenaa Plantation was planted around 1930 and is now a natural forest. This means that, basically, there
can be no replanting, only operational use of self-sowing tree species. This makes the place plentiful and
varied with many animal and plant species. The plantation has an interconnected path system with 5
marked routes.
Red 2,7 km: Here, you can go for an exercise walk of 20-30 minutes. It is easy to park at the sports centre
Grenaa Idrætscenter, and in just a few minutes, you will be on the red route and in the middle of the
wilderness. This path is suitable for wheelchair users.
Yellow 3,7 km: In season, the forest lake is a popular excursion spot for seeing fish and breeding
amphibians. Along some of the way, the path follows the edge of Fuglsang heath. This path is suitable for
wheelchair users.
Blue 5,4 km: Along some of the way, the path follows the edge of Fuglsang heath. The heath is maintained
with grazing livestock. The enclosures have gates, and you are welcome to walk across the heath and
experience the special atmosphere. This path is suitable for wheelchair users.
Grey 5,4 km: Has its centre in the original leisure and holiday home area of Grenaa beach. The route goes
through the old holiday home area “Klitten”, where the original small beach cottages in the first row of dunes
have gradually been rebuilt into modern holiday homes, as well as through newer built-up areas with hotels
and a congress centre. You can experience a beautiful view of Fuglsang heath, where the heather can be
snipped off and taken home when it is in bloom in August/September. The route passes the nature school
Naturskolen, which is also a Blue Flag Station during the bathing season. The maintenance level of the path
and the handicap bridge at Polder reef makes this route particularly interesting for wheelchair users.
Green 4,3 km: On the green route, Grenaa beach and forest can be experienced. Along the coast, the
path follows the North Sea Trail. Any visitor should enjoy a refreshing dip at one of Denmark’s most beautiful
bathing beaches. The beach is perfect for exploring and finding long razor shells or starfish along the water’s
edge. There is also a good chance of seeing porpoises, which are often looking for food close to the shore.
The path is uneven and not suitable for wheelchair users.
Lübker Golf Resort - private from 1.5 to 4.8 km
In connection with the establishment of the golf facility, several km of good gravel paths have been established, suitable for wheelchairs as well as baby carriages. In the middle of the facility, there is access to a newly
restored round dolmen from the Stone Age. You can go all the way into the chamber. The paths go through
forest areas, varied with well-manicured golf courses and small housing areas.
Ryomgård - private 2-3 km
A beautiful walk on the organic fields of the farm Ny Ryomgård and through the forest, which is managed
according to the principles of nature-friendly forestry. The walk is divided into a red and a yellow route.

Notice the varied wildlife and the extensive biodiversity of fields and forest. The yellow route goes to Vallum
lake, which has been through a major reconstruction project, including removal of trash fish. Further ahead,
the route takes you along the 200-year-old dike, which marks the land of the manor.
Rosenholm Skov - private 2.8 km
Along small paths through diverse forest, you are led to Ivars Kilde, a beautiful newly restored leisure area
from the previous century. The spring has very clean water and runs through three small artificial lakes before
the water runs in the river Vide Å.
Mørke Kær - private 2 km
Mørke kær is a typical peat bog with firm driving paths among the now water-filled peat digging areas.
Therefore, the landscape comes across as a mosaic of small lakes. The bog contains many bird species,
such as the Wester Marsh Harrier, which you can see from the bird tower in the middle of the area. There are
significant hunting interests in the area, which means that you cannot bring dogs on part of the path.
Sønderholm - private 4,5 km
This path goes through a previous gravel pit, where a nice nature reserve with a small lake and the vantage
point Tyvhøj has been re-established. At the lake, you might be lucky enough to see Little Grebes and
Red-necked Grebes (squeels like a pig during breeding season). The path leads to the ruins of an old chapel,
which is presumed to have been built for the saint of the Aarhus area, Niels Kongesøn.

Stabelhøjene - private 0,5 km
The two distinctive burial mounds from the Bronze Age have a beautiful location on the top of the ridge
moraine, 133 metres above the sea level. There is also public access to burial mound no. 2 through a small
established path.
Agri Baunehøj - public 5 km
With its 137 m, Agri Baunehøj is the highest point of the area. Follow the path to the top, where there is a
viewing system with distances to and names of significant points in the landscape. You can move on through
the characteristic meadow areas down to the village Agri with one of Denmark’s highest located ponds.
Nedre Strandkær (MolsLab.) - private 3-4 km
There are two paths in this area. The blue route is the path Strandkærstien and the red route is the path Den
Italienske Sti (the Italian path). Both paths wind through the hilly terrain, where signs provide information about
flora and fauna in the area.
Knebel plantation - public 1,5 km.
The path either starts at Porskær Stenhus, one of Denmark’s oldest and most well-preserved dolmens, or at
Daaleren. The path goes through Tinghulen, which is one of the largest dead ice holes in the area.

Mågeøen - public 1 km
Mågeøen is a nice little area, where the current has created a couple of peninsulas almost closing a small
lake, which provides food for various birds. In July and August, there is a beautiful area of blooming purple Sea
Aster, and there is also plenty of grayish green sea wormwood for a nice herb schnapps.

Skovbjerg - public 1 km
The path goes through old rugged hardwood forest and thicket to the top of the hill Skovbjerg – where you
will find a monument for Mærsk McKinney Møller, who donated the area to the state. If you go down to the
back of the hill Skovbjerg, you will arrive at the farm Tremosegård – where you will find a covered picnic area,
a fire ring and a small lake.

Følle Bund - private 1,5 km
Følle Bund is a reestablished meadow area with an amazing bird life. There is a bird tower at the edge of
Hestehave forest, where there are plenty of opportunities for studying the birds. The path goes along the
edge of the forest and further along the beach. Alternatively, you can follow one of the routes through
Hestehave forest.

Øvre Strandkær path - public 4 km
This path leads you to the beach, where you can park, up through the old juniper thicket, past the cattle
stables , with the special bread ”Skovkvæet” and back. Or you can follow the path system further into the
natural resort Mols Bjerge.

St. Baunehøj - public 0.5 km
The path leads up on the large burial mound from the Bronze Age, with a fantastic view of Kalø Bay,
Hestehave and Ringelmose forest, Mols and Kalø castle ruins.

Skellerup Ådal - private 4 km
The trail through the river valley Skellerup Ådal is a very varied trail with river, meadow, fields and steep valley
slopes with a nice view of agriculture and nature areas. The path starts at the wastewater treatment plant
in Skellerup.

Rostved burial site - private 2 km
This path leads to a reconstruction of a curious burial site from the Iron Age, which was uncovered and
reconstructed in connection with the establishment of the main road. From the mound, there is nice view of
the area. The other part of the path leads through the meadows at the stream Ølvad Bæk.
Tåstrup communal forest - private 1,5 km
The path leads to a well-preserved round dolmen from the Stone Age. The dolmen chamber is covered by
an impressive cover stone and surrounded by a nice row of edge stones. You should also notice the nice little
picnic areas that have been established around the dolmen. This area used to be a favorite spot for
excursions and parties among the locals.
Hestehave forest and Ringelmose forest - public 5 and 5.5 km respectively
These two forest areas differ from most of the other forest areas in the area. Old tall beech trees and oak
trees, beautiful forest lakes and dolmens characterize the area. In Ringelmose forest, a monument has been
established for Baron von Jenisch, who used to own Kalø manor, and who built the castle Jagtslottet in 1899,
which can be seen at the end of the path to Kalø estate. Both forests have an amazing amount of anemones
in the spring.
Kalø castle ruins - public 1,5 km
A nice walk along Denmark’s oldest medieval road to the evocative ruins of Kalø castle. The castle was built
as a “slave fortress” in 1313 by Erik Menved in order to establish a power base in this part of the country and
to punish the Jutland squires and farmer for their rebellion against the monarchy the same year. The castle
was in use until 1660, after which it fell apart, and Ulrik Frederik Gyldenløve decided to tear down the castle
in 1667. The building materials were transported to Copenhagen and used for the construction of the castle
Charlottenborg. There is a good chance of seeing seals on the reef east of the ruins.
Vrinners Hoved - private 4 km
This path provides a unique opportunity for enjoying the special flora and fauna of the old coast slopes,
and the grazed salt meadows and the beach also have interesting plants. You should also notice the newly
created Vrinners Island, which has been during the process of being created in the last 80 years, but has not
had interconnected vegetation until now.
Naturcenter Syddjurs - public 1 km
The path goes from the nature centre on the farm Schmidtsminde in Basballe over the slope down to the
gravel pit, where there is a bonfire house, shelters and tables/benches. Follow the path through the forest to
the vantage point at the motocross track, from which you can see far around you, you can for example see
Kalø castle ruins.
Ørnbjerg Mill - public 1 km
In a beautiful valley, you will find the water mill Ørnbjerg Mill. You can go in and see the mill working, which is
still basically intact after a restoration in 1970. The actual mill farm burned down in 1988, but the class room,
the mill and a couple of stable wings survived the fire. The walk down to the mill goes through hilly meadow
areas, and you can continue your walk along the river Ulstrup Å to Stubbe lake.
Nature reserve Stubbe lake - private 5,8 km.
The Danish Ornithological Society owns this small natural gem at Stubbe lake. The path starts in Gravlev and
follows the path Gravlevstien, until it turns right through a private plantation area. When you reach the area
owned by the society, the path turns into an established path through the wild forest, over the meadow areas
and all the way down to Stubbe lake.
Gravlevstien - public 8 km
This path goes along the old railway from Ebeltoft to Gravlev. The path goes through varied landscape types,
and along the back of Ree Park, which means that you can sometimes see various more exotic animals
behind the fence. Just after the river Havmølle Å, there is a side path to the Stubbe lake.
Hyllested Bjerge - public 2 km
The path leads through the hills Hyllested Bjerge, through varied forest areas and meadows. The entire area
has been established as a natural forest with grazing.
Jernhatten - private 1,5 km
Jernhatten is a distinctive hill right at Kattegat. From the top of the hill, there is a view of the island Hjelm. You
should also notice the crooked beech trees, which are of the original Nordic species. You can follow the pathfrom
the hill in the northern end and walk along the beach back or take the steps down from the top of Jernhatten.
Femmøller - public 1,5 km
The path goes through the very hilly terrain with many nice views of the landscape. Plenty of blackberry and
blackthorn bushes grow along the path, which means that it is great for collecting schnapps herbs. The path
is connected to the Italian path, which leads to the nature centre at Strandkær.
Egil Fischers Mindepark - public 2,5 km
The memorial park Egil Fischers Mindepark is a beautiful natural resort just behind Femmøller beach. The park
is part of Egil Fischer’s total plan for the area, which was intended as a holiday village, which would not just
work during the summer, but also have life and business during the winter months. He himself lived in
“Nørrehald”, the beautiful castle-like building on top of the ridge.
Egmarks Plantage – private 1.5 km
Egsmark Plantation was purchased by Djurslands Plantningsforening in 1929 to transform it into a show
plantation for all those who were interested in getting to know more about forestry. The plantation is about 13
ha, and the path leads through the different plots with various species of pine and spruce. At the farthest end
of the plantation you can enjoy a great view over Stubbe Sø.

Helligkilde - public path 3.5 km
The path is winding through a varying landscape, past Trehøje and along the brink of the Helligkilde ravine.
The well itself has dried up, but is still visible. A quick side-trip brings you to the impressive kettle hole
“Tinghulen” that was used in the olden days as assize court for the three counties which bounderies met in
the kettle hole.
Trehøjestien and Toggerbo - public 3,5-4 km
Trehøje is the most visited point of the Mols Bjerge national park. With its 127 metres, the tallest of the burial
mounds provides a stunning view of the sorrounding landscape and the sea. The path moves across the two
next burial mounds and through the characteristic meadow areas and pine plantations. The undulation of the
land consists of old tall-ridged fields from the farming of the Middle Ages, but since then, the area has been
used for grazing. This has created the meadow areas with their distinctive flora and fauna.
Fuglsø - public/private 2.4 km
The path goes through the heath and meadow areas down to Fuglsø forest – an old tall beech forest
growing on a clay area formed during the last Ice Age. Notice the sudden change in the vegetation, reflecting
the changes in the earth quality. In the privately owned forest, there is a marked side path down to the water.
Karpenhøj and Fuglsø beach - public 2,5 km
This path goes around DGI Karpenhøj, where there is an exhibition, an indoor picnic area. Follow the path
down past the burial mound from the Bronze Age to Fuglsø beach.
Isgård - private from 1.3 to 8.8 km
There are access roads down to the water in the area as well as a connecting path between Eg and
Landborup. The path was originally established when there was a ferry service from Aarhus to Skødshoved
Harbour. Back then, many residents from Aarhus brought their bicycles along for a ride around on
Skødshoved. The beach is characterised by steep coast slopes.
Ahl Plantation - public 3 km
Ahl Plantation is a rather young forest – planted on a flat salt meadow, created through centuries of depositing
of sand. The path goes along the coast with a view of the bird sanctuary, old entrenchments and the town of
Ebeltoft, turns around along Ahl beach with a view to Mols Bjerge and finally goes back through the forest.
Tolløkke forest - public 2,5 km
Since ancient times, Tolløkke has been the Ebeltoft residents’ forest, with balls in the forest pavilion and
romantic couples in the beautiful forest. Take a walk and enjoy the peaceful atmosphere under the old trees.
Bjørnkjær-Egedal forest - public 3,5 km
The forest is a rather young forest, planted during the German occupation as a type of employment. The
route goes through many types of forest areas, the edge of the forest, hills and views. The path mainly
consists of good gravel roads, but also smaller paths and work trails.
Dråby - private 7 km
This path goes along the beach with distinctive old coast slopes 100-200 metres into the countryside. After
this, you turn towards the countryside along the stream Purbæk and go across Boeslum Gunger – and old
ocean bay that used to connect Dråby lake with the ocean.
Olaf Ryes Skanser - public 0,9 km
The entrenchment was built in 1848-1849 in connection with the war about the secession of Slesvig and was
of great significance to the result of the battles. From the top, there is a view to Begtrup and Ebeltoft Bay.
Ellemandsbjerg - public 1,1 km
The path goes up to the highest point of Helgenæs, 99 m above sea level, where there is a view of Kattegat.
The forest is very varied. The area is used as a dog forest.
Lushage - public 2 km
The path goes from the parking lot to the cliff Bursklint, rising high above the ocean, and on to Lushage with
the interesting slide-formed terraces caused by the plastic clay of the underground. Here, you will find many
rare plants, giving the walk an extra dimension. You can continue to the tower Tyskertårnet, and from there
on to Sletterhage lighthouse. The coast at Lushage is very popular with coastal anglers.
Tyskertårnet - public 2,1 km
The path starts at Sletterhage lighthouse (open to the public during certain weekends) and goes along the
coast slopes to a small viewing and cannon tower from the time of the German occupation. The tower is
often used by birdwatchers. You can extend your walk to Lushage and the cliff Burklint, or you can go back
through the holiday home area behind the cliff.
Anholt - private 26 km
With its location in the middle of Kattegat, the island Anholt is an exciting destination for people interested in
nature. Most of the island is protected for the purpose of maintaining the grand and distinctive nature. The
island includes two types of landscapes, towards the west moraine hills of up to 48 m formed during the last
Ice Age, to the east the flat, but dune-covered Ørkenen (the desert), which has been formed by depositing
in the lee of the moraine hills and through land raising. On the path at Sønderbjerg and Kærlighedsstien (the
love path) around Nordbjerg, there is a nice view of Ørkenen and the island’s most eastern point Totten with
the lighthouse, which was established in 1560 due to the dangerous reefs. There are approx. 10 km from the
harbour to the lighthouse. On Totten, there is a vantage point house with binoculars, which means that you
can study the large population of seals without disturbing their natural behaviour. The path all the way around
the island along the beach is 26 km long.

